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Minimum Load   Minimum current that the external load must draw to ensure proper operation of the photoelectric sensor. Most  
    often associated with standard AC 2-wire devices.

Luminescence    To locate invisible marks on objects, so-called luminescent materials (contained in special chalks,  
    inks, paints etc.) are used which can only be made visible under ultraviolet (UV) light. The fluorescent  
    materials convert the invisible UV light (short wavelength, here 380 nm) into visible light (between  
    blue 450 nm and dark red 780 nm). This effect is called photoluminescence. The visible light can  
    then be detected as usual by the receiver component of the sensor.

Maximum Load   The most current that can flow through a device continually without damaging the device.

Method of Detection  Sensing technique used by the photoelectric sensor. Three types - Thru Beam, Retroreflective, or Diffuse Reflective.

Minimum Load   Minimum current that the external load must draw to ensure proper operation of the photoelectric sensor. Most  
    often associated with standard AC 2-wire devices.

Modulated LED   Pulsations of light at a specific frequency reduce interference from ambient light and increase sensing distance.

Mutual Interference  A feature in photoelectric sensors that eliminates false-signaling between similar protection sensors mounted next  
    to (or in close proximity to) each other.
 
N.C. (Normally Closed)  Current flow through the sensing device is possible only when the device is in the off state or de-energized.  
    Contacts are closed when the sensor is not operated and when there is no external force on the actuator. The  
    sensor opens a circuit to the load when a target is detected or sensor is operated.

N.O. (Normally Open)  Current flow through the device is not possible when the device is de-energized (turned OFF). Contacts are  
    open when the sensor is not operated and when there is not external force on the actuator. The sensor closes  
    a circuit to the load when a target is detected or sensor is operated.

Nominal Sensing Distance  The rated operating distance for which the sensor is designed. This value should only be taken as a guide,  
    since no manufacturing tolerances or changes in external operating environment are taken into account. 

    You should be aware that manufacturers arrive at performance standards for their products using standardized  
    criteria so you can compare “apples to apples” in determining which product is right for your application.  
    These criteria reflect, to a reasonable extent, the real performance that can be expected in an “average” con trolled environment.

Non-Incentive   Unable to release sufficient electrical or thermal energy under normal operating conditions to cause  
    ignition of specific hazardous materials. Non-incendiary equipment can be used without additional  
    precautions in Division 2 hazardous locations where the hazardous materials can be present only in  
    case of accidental rupture or breakdown of the enclosure containing them. 

Non-Inductive Ratings  This rating indicates the resistive load only that the contacts can make or break. Resistive ratings are  
    generally based on a 75% power factor for AC.

NPN    A transistor having an n-type semiconductor as its emitter and collector and a p-type semiconductor as its base.

Observable Time   Observable time is the real time that the target can be observed by the sensor.

Off Delay    The time required for the interface to trigger a change of state when a target is removed from the sensing area.

On Delay    The duration of time required for the interface to trigger an output change of state when a target is introduced to the sensing area.

One-Shot   An output signal produced for a preset time that is independent of the duration of the input signal. It  
    may begin at the start of the input signal or be delayed.

Opaque    Material which neither reflects, emits, nor allows light to pass through it. Photoelectric controls easily detect opaque objects.

Operating Distance  The distance from the sensing face to the plane of the target’s path once it reaches the operating point.
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